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LEGALESE.COM
originally an internal project

designed to scratch-our-own-itch at JFDI.ASIA
that has by our estimation saved $345,000 in legal fees

subsequently spun out as

which will apply
Marc Andreessen’s dictum

“SOFTWARE IS EATING THE WORLD”
to the legal industry

by exploiting the

UN C A N N Y PA R A L L E L S
(this gets technical; bear with me)

between
THE DRAFTING OF

CONTRACTS &LAWS

and

THE DEVELOPMENT OF

SOFTWARE

both of which deal in
variable definitions
event-driven callbacks
exception handling
version control

decision trees and tables
if/then/else statements
dependency graphs
logical inference

and other notions which
COMPUTER SCIENTISTS
are intimately familiar with

but which
LAWYERS
have no names for

not because lawyers are necessarily unintelligent, but simply because
law predates computer science by thousands of years
and because, if you think about it,
most senior partners alive today were in law school
when fax machines were new

THAT

has done for

Accounting

what

ADOBE

has done for



INTUIT



what

art & design

what

AUTODESK

has done for

engineering





L EGA L E SE

will do for

LAW
including

the $80b corporate contracts industry
because

(if one may be permitted to speak frankly)
in a world where CARS drive THEMSELVES
it is QUITE MAD to pay a HUMAN
FIVE HUNDRED an HOUR
to COPY and PASTE
WORDS upon a PAGE

dubbed “L4”
a domain-specific-language
for legal agreements and regulations
that does for the modal µ-calculus
what functional languages do for the lambda calculus

which will target english
and other natural languages
(imagine multilingual contracts, each provably identical)
and will also target ethereum
and other blockchain platforms
(because bugs in smart contracts cost real money)
accompanied by a powerful static analyzer
capable of formal verification
and exhaustive test suites
that prove, to the extent that
such proof is mathematically possible,
contracts written in the language are
correct · consistent · compliant
speaking of which

(if one may be frank again)
most programmers write programs;
fewer (very advanced) coders write compilers
which compile the programs to their final form;
but many lawyers act as compilers –
and it hurts, doing the job of a robot

just as SQL is foundational to databases
HTML is foundational to the web
PostScript is foundational to digital printing

translating notions like
IDEs, linting, build tools,
unit tests and fuzz testing,
opensource libraries, version control,
and the rest of the programmer’s arsenal
of tools and techniques

for end-users

not for law firms!
the first of which (our MVP)
helps startups generate all the paperwork
needed to close their angel rounds
which is to say
not just the term sheet
but all the resolutions and filings and
attention to detail
other prerequisites which most founders don’t know about)

without
spending time or money on

is the mark of a
great graphic designer.
write to us at
collective@legalese.com

lawyers
which applications will
slowly but surely
nibble away at the
high-margin
low-volume
manually operated
jealously proprietary

law firm

replacing
it with a

high-volume
low-margin
automated
largely opensource

new industry

which we call

computational

law
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